OPERATION MANUAL
MODEL
SB14

Compact Sized 3-Bander for 50/144/430MHz

* Features:
1) COMET succeeded in developing compact 1.08m long 3-bander.
2) Fold-Over is convenient for parking the car at narrow place.
3) Additional use of COMET triplexer, such as CFX-514, allows 3-bands TX/RX at the same time.

* Specifications:
Frequencies: 50/144/430MHz bands
Gain: 2.15/3.5/6.0dBi
Input Power: 120W(FM) total
Impedance: 50 ohm
V.SWR: Less than 1:1.5
Length: 1.08m
Weight: 300 g
Connector: M-P (PL-259) type
Type: 50MHz - 1/4 wave shortened
144MHz - 1/2 wave + C-phase
430MHz - 5/8 wave + C-phase

* Remarks:
1) SB-14 includes high 430MHz. Please use high quality coax. cable of 50 ohm standard.
2) While driving the car, please do not fold-down the antenna.
   Please also confirm tight-fastening of each set-screws.
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